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Omega Communications Portal Transmissions 

 

Lani speaking to you. How 
are you on this last day of 
2020? Have you allowed 
yourself to release all of the 
old things up to this moment 
– the old programming, the 
old discomforts in any way, 
right up to this last day, so 
that you are free to move 
easily into the Light of the 
new calendar year 2021? 

I acknowledge you as your Light Being Self, as the 
Being of You that is the Light and this is what easily 
enters into the dimension where the Station of Light 
exists, and so you are already in that state, in that 
space, out of time and physicality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“We are with you Loved One.  Orem addressing you 
in this dimensional existence in this space, where 
in this reality you are indeed present as a Being 
designed to exist in this dimension. Therefore, you 
do have a formation which exists easily and flows 
within this dimension. It is associated with the 
physical aspect that you exist within on the current 
Earth space dimension, but when you are present 
here in this dimension, as you continue to realise 
that it is an existence as a civilization, you 
automatically present yourself into the appropriate 
frequency where you manifest completely and fully. 

Have you realised this? Have you realised how far 
you have evolved – if you speak about distance in 
relation to the terms that you use? It is the term that 
we use that we pick up from your presence and 
from this vessel through whom we address you – the 
current phrases that are known to you. So – have 
you now evolved enough to recognize you have 
moved into this greater aspect as a commissioned 
Being and part of this is that you gave yourself 
permission to be present in gatherings such as this 
to restore to you a greater level of awareness? 

We have been assisting you with this many times in 
all of these journeys and in your own personal 
dimensional space as you seek to realise who you 
truly are and the purpose for your presence on 
Earth. 

We continue in this presentation to refer you to the 
existence within that land mass known as 
Antarctica. Again, you will be aware of movement 
happening. Free movement to and from this planet 
through this particular accessway within this 
civilization.  

Are you one who feels you 
move in and out of that 
area? Many of you do 
have that recognition 
within you. Many of you 
presented your energy 
sphere there in 
preparation for this 
awakening within you of 

this particular aspect of you. The energy sphere 
that you presented in this general land mass is 
available to you now to restore the exact frequency 
pattern that is needed for you as you open up to this 
expanded dimension of existence, of the reality of 
this existence, where you are. This may mean to 
you that you will be presenting yourself more 
strongly, clearly and freely in the current civilization 
that you exist in and within the current locality. You 
were designed to present this extra field of energy 
and you have now the access, if you haven’t 
accessed it previously, to draw upon the energy 
from the energy spheres that you brought into the 
Antarctica land mass.  It was and is and will always 
be a presentation to you of the functions, or you 
might refer to these as tools, that are needed for 
you as you unfold into this expanded state of 
existence.  

We recognize that you are calculating all of this in 
a measurement of your numbered years. It does 
relate to your awareness, to your intentions and to 
your recognition of the continual shifting of the orb 
that you are existing on named planet Earth and as 
such there is always a form of measurement. In our 
existence we have a form of measurement and just 
as you measure your rotational aspect, or the 
years, we also have a measurement so that we can 
respond to certain frequencies which intersect and 
these frequencies relate to dimensional alignments 
and therefore those dimensional alignments bring 
in opportunities or new frequencies that you may, 
or may not, resonate with. You will be resonating 
with the energy coming through the Antarctica 
civilisation and the transportational portals, 
because this is connected closely to your presence 
on Earth and to the activations you have been 
receiving in recent transformational phases. 



 

Momentarily experience this moving through you 
and the energy you are accessing through the 
energy devices you deposited here will be 
synchronizing certain patterns within you and these 
allow a release from you of facets that you may 
have been holding onto, or you have been reacting 
to various stresses held within the framework of the 
Earth pattern.  Some of those will not be known to 
you and some will be recognized by you. What you 
need to recognize now is that the energy you are 
receiving is the appropriate energy for you, as you 
will be translating what you receive into the 
appropriate actions within your energy and 
physicality form, and this is what this particular 
immersion in this session is about, is presenting to 
you and you are presenting yourself within it for this 
precise attunement. 

Recognize also, this is the reminder of the 
reconnection you have to your prime point of origin. 
It was from that point of origin that you brought forth 
this particular energy device and you implanted it in 
the Earth and many of you implanted it within this 
Antarctica land mass, and so it is all being 
synchronized throughout you. 

Are you feeling and experiencing the clearance 
throughout you and throughout the planetoid – the 
system of it? Are you also experiencing the release 
of pockets of energy as part of the activation of 
various other connecting nodes throughout the land 
masses and those Beings on Earth who are ready 
for this will respond to it. There are many activities 
that you have witnessed and been experiencing in 
recent phases in your recent year which have 
needed this activation of the clearance and the 
connection to the prime portals of life force to 
enliven the planet again so that it is lifted up into the 
frequency of – we refer to it as Light – and this helps 
the repositioning of it and those of you who are 
ready – the repositioning of yourselves into the 
Galactic Federation of energy system. It is a very 
wholistic presentation and interaction for you. It 
does allow you to focus entirely on this oneness. 
Many of you resort to a very strong sense of duality 
and you have the feeling that you shift from one end 
of that spectrum to the other end of that spectrum. 

When you have correctly attuned to the prime point 
of origin, there is a greater sense of the order and 
balance and the new civilization arising from that. 
This is what we came forth and drew you forth to 
realise in this session. 

As you integrate this into your light form as it came 
forth into the original gathering space in this Station 
of Light, you will be absorbing more of what you 
have connected into, through the Antarctica Portal 
– and thus this series of activation is complete for 
this phase. 

You are Loved. You are acknowledged - always 

Orem  out “  

“Thank you, Orem. I am that 
known as Ulea again with 
you, helping you to absorb 
this transition that you have 
experienced into the new 
civilization, and the new light 
aspect of you.  

It had been observed that 
many of you have 
experienced physical mis-

alignments, physical disturbances, emotional 
disturbances, simply because you needed the extra 
validation of who you are and the stronger 
connection to the prime point of origin of you, of 
existence, as the Earth Station also connects into 
that. This is done.  

It is my joy to help you to assimilate all of this as 
you begin the reconnection of all of this into the 
physical life pattern that you have currently and 
which you will be aware is changing, as you allow 
the change to happen in accordance with the prime 
point of origin containing your purpose.  

There are many who observe you and assist you. 
This is for you to identify the ones who come 
forward to you as an individual, and there may be 
groups of those already around you. Do you 
recognize those?  

Do you recognise many of the Galactic systems 
they originate from coming forward around you? 
This will unfold and become clearer to you, 
because you will feel the alignment to all that is 
required for you. 

I withdraw now 

Ulea  out “ 

 

Lani again with you and as I take in a breath and let 
it out and bring myself back into the physical body, 
my vision is that I see all of you coming back into 
Earth, as if you are like a separate aspect of you 
coming back into the physical body, enlivening it in 
a new way, refreshing it. 

There is a lot contained within this session which 
will unfold to you, as you continue to immerse 
yourself into it. 

Now align yourself back fully into your location and 
the current day and time that we use as 
measurement within the dimensional pattern. 

Thank you. I wish you Love, Light and Joy 
throughout 2021 and I end this session through the 
Omega Communications Portal.  

Lani   

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Next Gathering:              January 7, 2021 


